Predict.X for Travel

Delivering insights across the Travel Industry
Key Features
The challenges in capturing
all data across a company’s
travel programme and using
it to manage spend & policy
effectively are increasingly
complex. New data sources
are being added both from
additional traditional suppliers
and also from a new wave of
sharing economy companies,
such as Airbnb and Uber.
How can the travel manager
effectively manage in this new
environment?
Why Predict.X for Travel?
Predict.X for Travel allows
travel managers and directors
full visibility into all elements
of travel, meetings, events
and expense activity. We use
Machine Learning and Artificial
Intelligence to ensure all data
across systems is captured,
matched and analysed. The

product provides an integrated
reporting suite and dynamic
analysis to allow predictive
insight.
Key Benefits:
• Improved data quality and
accuracy
• Greater visibility into traveller
activity
• Improved understanding of
drivers of expense and policy
compliance
• Accessible reporting for all
stakeholders within the business
• We have unrivaled experience
in integrating data across the
travel sector.

“

Prior to using Predict.X, the environment surrounding travel
information was highly fragmented and lacked visibility. Although
it was possible to gain some visibility on travel behaviour, to do
so required considerable time and analyst resource.
Global Purchasing Process/Development Director & Deputy CPO
IT Services Corporation

Contact us at | info@predictx.com or visit www.predictx.com to learn more.
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SaaS delivered by cloud
computing
Advanced reporting and
analytics
Unlimited Data
integration across
multiple sources
Access to managed
master data (i.e. for
airline classes, hotels)
Data quality and
management process
Advanced reporting
suite
Predictive analytics and
extensibility for data
New Economy:
Integration of sharing
economy providers
Airbnb and Uber
Meeting & Events:
Integration of meeting
and events spend
Privacy and Security
compliant
Trusted partner working
with Fortune 500
companies

